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Abstract
A search for CP violating eects in the mixing of neutral B mesons is performed
using a sample of 4.1 million hadronic Z decays collected with the ALEPH detector
from 1991 to 1995. By studying time-dependent asymmetries in flavour-tagged
samples of semileptonic and fully inclusive b-hadron decays, two measurements of
the semileptonic asymmetry aCP are extracted. No evidence for CP violation is
observed, and the combined value aCP = −0.013  0.026 is obtained.
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1 Introduction
Since the discovery of CP violation in the neutral kaon system in 1964 [1], the explanation
of its origin has been the subject of intense investigation. In the Standard Model, CP
violation arises from a complex phase in the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) quark
mixing matrix [2]. Particularly interesting is the potential for studying CP violation in
B-meson decays, where a rich phenomenology is expected.
Present eorts are focusing on decay channels of B0 mesons into exclusive nal
states, such as B0d ! J= K0S, which are predicted to have large asymmetries, with
little theoretical uncertainty in relating them to the CKM matrix. Recent studies of
this channel performed in CDF [3] and at LEP [4, 5] gave rst indications for a large
CP asymmetry. However, the eective branching ratios are small and precision studies of
exclusive channels are beyond the reach of LEP.
A complementary approach is to look for CP violation in inclusive asymmetries.
Although these asymmetries are predicted to be small in the Standard Model, they
provide an interesting possibility to constrain mixing-induced CP violation, which could
be enhanced by the presence of new physics [6].
In each of the two neutral B meson systems, the mass eigenstates BH and BL dier
from the flavour eigenstates B0 and B0, and can be described as [6]
BL,H = pB
0  qB0; (1)
where p and q are complex mixing parameters with the normalization jpj2 + jqj2 = 1.
CP violation in the mixing results from the mass eigenstates being dierent from the CP
eigenstates, jq=pj 6= 1.
This condition manifests itself in dierent mixing rates for B0 ! B0 and B0 ! B0
in decays to flavour specic nal states, which can be observed through the decay
rate asymmetry of B0 and B0 decaying to the \wrong-sign" nal state. This is
traditionally investigated using semileptonic decays, through a measurement of the so-
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called \semileptonic asymmetry" dened as
aCP =
Γ(B0 ! B0 ! ‘+X)− Γ(B0 ! B0 ! ‘−X)
Γ(B0 ! B0 ! ‘+X) + Γ(B0 ! B0 ! ‘−X) : (2)
As the proper time dependence of the rates in the above denition cancels out in the ratio,
the asymmetry aCP is time-independent. It is often used to parametrize CP violation in
the mixing and is directly related to jq=pj2:
aCP =
jp=qj2 − jq=pj2
jp=qj2 + jq=pj2 : (3)
The CP asymmetry measured with an inclusive sample of B0 decays, where the flavour
state at decay is not identied, can also provide information on the parameter aCP. While
the time-integrated rate dierence vanishes due to CPT symmetry, a time-dependent
asymmetry persists, which is predicted to be [7]
A(t) = Γ(B
0 ! anything)− Γ(B0 ! anything)
Γ(B0 ! anything) + Γ(B0 ! anything) (4)
= aCP
[
m
2Γ
sin (mt)− sin2
(
mt
2
)]
: (5)
Here, t is the proper decay time of a neutral B meson that was produced as a B0 or B0;
m is the mass dierence between the mass eigenstates and Γ the decay width (the width
dierence between BH and BL is neglected).
This paper exploits the above considerations to provide two separate measurements of
aCP in the B
0
d{
B0d system based on two samples of semileptonic and fully inclusive b-hadron
decays, respectively. For the B0d, aCP is predicted in the Standard Model to be O(10−2)
or less [8], at the limit of the statistical sensitivity of the data samples considered in these
analyses. Because the rapid B0s oscillations are not resolved and aCP is expected to be
an order of magnitude smaller for the B0s , CP violation in the B
0
s{
B0s system is neglected
here. No asymmetry is expected from charged B mesons and b baryons. Other b-hadron
sources therefore only dilute the B0d asymmetry without changing the time dependence,
and no attempt is made to separate B0d from other b-hadron decays.
This paper is organized as follows. After a description of the ALEPH detector and the
event selection in Section 2, the semileptonic and fully inclusive analyses are described in
detail in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. Section 5 gives the prescription for combining the
two correlated measurements. Finally the results are summarized in Section 6.
2 ALEPH detector and event selection
The analyses are based on 4.1 million hadronic Z decays gathered by ALEPH from
1991 to 1995. A detailed description of the ALEPH detector and its performance is
given elsewhere [9, 10]. Charged particles are tracked in a two-layer silicon vertex
detector (VDET) with double-sided readout (r- and z), surrounded by a cylindrical
drift chamber and a large time projection chamber (TPC), together measuring up to
33 coordinates along their trajectories. These detectors are immersed in a 1:5 T axial
magnetic eld, providing a resolution on the transverse momentum relative to the beam
axis of pT=pT = (6  10−4) pt  0:005 (pT in GeV=c) and a three-dimensional impact
parameter resolution of 25m+95m=p (p in GeV=c) for tracks having two VDET hits.
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The TPC also allows particle identication through the measurement of specic ionization
(dE=dx). A nely segmented electromagnetic calorimeter of lead/wire-chamber sandwich
construction surrounds the TPC. The iron return yoke of the magnet is instrumented with
streamer tubes to form the hadron calorimeter, which is surrounded by two additional
double layers of streamer tubes for muon identication.
The Monte Carlo simulation, HVFL, is based on JETSET [11] and is described in
detail in [12].
During 1998 the LEP1 data were reprocessed using a rened version of the
reconstruction program. The main improvements concern the track reconstruction and
the particle identication, the main features of which are described elsewhere [13].
The analyses presented here benet through improved electron identication, b-tagging
performance and vertexing eciencies.
Hadronic events are selected according to the standard ALEPH selection criteria based
on charged tracks [14]. The production-vertex position is reconstructed on an event-by-
event basis using the constraint of the average beam spot position [15].
For each event, the thrust axis is calculated and the event is divided into two
hemispheres using the plane perpendicular to the thrust axis. Events that are outside
the VDET acceptance are discarded by requiring jcos thrustj < 0.85, thrust being the
angle of the thrust axis with respect to the beam axis.
Lepton candidates (electrons and muons) are searched for as described in Ref. [16]. The
electron and muon candidates are required to have a momentum greater than 2 GeV=c
and 2.5 GeV=c, respectively. In addition, a cut on the dE=dx is applied to reduce the
amount of fake muons coming from misidentied kaons.
3 Semileptonic analysis
This section describes the measurement of the CP-violating parameter aCP based on a
sample of semileptonic B0d decays. Since the fraction of mixed B
0
d events varies with
proper time, a time-dependent study is performed to maximize the sensitivity, and aCP
is extracted by a simultaneous t to the time distributions of events tagged as B0 ! B0,
B0 ! B0, B0 ! B0 and B0 ! B0 transitions.
Events in which a b hadron decays semileptonically are selected by means of high-pT
leptons. The proper decay time is determined from the primary vertex, the vertex from
which the lepton originates and an estimate of the b-hadron momentum. The flavour
states at decay time and production time are then inferred from the charge of the lepton
and from the hemisphere charge in the opposite hemisphere, respectively.
The identication of b hadrons is based solely on the hard lepton pT spectrum. Jet
clustering is performed using the scaled-invariant-mass algorithm [17] with ycut = 0:004
[16], and a cut on the transverse momentum pT > 1:25 GeV=c is applied, where pT is
computed with respect to the closest jet with the lepton excluded from the jet. If several
tracks pass the lepton requirements, the candidate with the highest transverse momentum
is selected. Because the lepton candidate is used in the b-vertex reconstruction, at least
one three-dimensional hit in the vertex detector is required. Furthermore, the angle
between the jet closest to the lepton, taken to be the b jet, and the thrust axis is required
to be less than 35o. A total of 131 195 events is selected by these criteria.
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3.1 b-hadron reconstruction
The b-decay vertex is reconstructed as the point of closest approach of the charged lepton
candidate to the associated jet direction. By construction this procedure is 100% ecient
for nding a vertex while giving poorer proper time resolution than previous ALEPH
vertex reconstruction procedures. However, this is of little importance as the characteristic
time scale of CP asymmetry is O(1=md), much longer than the typical time resolution.
The total reconstruction eciency is independent of the true proper time, and the decay
length resolution, determined from Monte Carlo, can be described by a sum of three
Gaussian functions with widths of 296 m, 751m and 2:12 mm for 24%, 43% and 33%
of the events, respectively.
The decay length resolution in data is studied using tracks that satisfy all selection
criteria, except the electron and muon identication. The simulation is checked by
comparing the negative tail of the decay length distribution using these tracks for data
and Monte Carlo. The width in data is found to be 2% larger than in the Monte Carlo,
and this is compensated for in the analysis.
The b-hadron momentum is composed of contributions from the lepton, the neutrino
and further charged and neutral decay products. The neutrino energy is estimated as
the missing energy in the hemisphere taking into account the measured mass in both
hemispheres [18]. The reconstruction of the remaining contribution is based on a nucleated
jet algorithm. Starting with the lepton track associated to the b-hadron decay, charged
and neutral particles in the same hemisphere, with energy greater than 0.5 GeV and
ordered by decreasing energy, are added until the invariant mass reaches a given cut
value. The optimal cut value is determined from Monte Carlo and is parametrized as a
function of the neutrino energy, where typical cut values are in the range of 4{5 GeV=c2.
The momentum resolution depends on the momentum and is on average 8% for 55% of
the events and 25% for the rest.
After the decay length and momentum are reconstructed, the proper time can be
calculated. The reconstruction errors are taken into account by folding the predicted
proper time distributions with a resolution function. The resolution function is
parametrized from Monte Carlo as a sum of four Gaussian functions with parameters
depending linearly on the true proper time.
3.2 Initial and final state tagging
The determination of aCP in the semileptonic analysis is based on the identication of
both the initial and nal states of the B0d meson.
The nal state is tagged by the charge of the lepton. The b! ‘− (including
b !  ! ‘−) and b ! c ! ‘− decays will have a correct nal state tag, while in
b ! c ! ‘+ the charges of the lepton and the decaying b quark have opposite signs,
corresponding to a 100% mistag probability. High pT kaons misidentied as muons mainly
originate from the decay chain b ! c ! s, and their charge is very likely to have the same
sign as that of the b quark. The overall nal state mistag probability for fake leptons is
estimated from Monte Carlo to be 26%.
Information on the initial state is obtained from the charge of the hemisphere opposite
to the lepton candidate. The hemisphere charge is dened as
Qhemi =
∑
i qi (pL,i)
κ
∑
i (pL,i)
κ ; (6)
where the sum is over all charged tracks in the hemisphere, qi is the charge of the track,
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pL,i the projection of its momentum on the thrust axis and  = 0:5.
The sign of the opposite hemisphere charge is used to tag the initial state as a B0d or a
B0d, while its absolute value is used to calculate an event-by-event discriminating variable
dened as [19, 20]
X(Qhemi) =
w(Qhemi)
r(Qhemi) + w(Qhemi)
; (7)
where r (w) is the distribution for correctly (incorrectly) tagged signal events. These
distributions are extracted from Monte Carlo. A small value of X indicates that the tag
is likely to be correct. The average mistag probability for B0d using only the hemisphere
charge sign is (35:50:5)%, while the use of the event-by-event value of the discriminating
variable gives an eective mistag probability of (32:7 0:5)%.
The hemisphere charge distributions for both B0d and B
0
d display a positive oset due
to nuclear interactions, which is subtracted to remove the subsequent fake asymmetry.
The oset is taken to be equal to the average hemisphere charge in all b events selected
in the data for the fully inclusive analysis, which is determined to be 0:00256 0:00015.
Because the value of the hemisphere charge is also used in the tagging, the distributions
(i.e. the mean and width) in data and Monte Carlo must be compared. For this purpose,
a high purity sample of identied b and b hemispheres is selected by requiring the lepton
pT to be larger than 1.8 GeV=c. Mixed B
0
d decays are suppressed by demanding the sign
of the lepton to be equal to the sign of the total charge in the hemisphere containing
the lepton, which is correlated to the charge of the initial b quark. The distribution of
hemisphere charge in the opposite hemisphere is then tted with a Gaussian function in
both data and Monte Carlo. A discrepancy in the width  is parametrized by a scaling
factor S = data=MC and a discrepancy in the mean  by a shift  = jdataj − jMCj.
The mean  is obtained by adding the charge distributions for b and b after having
flipped the sign of the b hemisphere charge. By construction, the mean  and hence  is
independent of the global charge oset. The results of this comparison, S = 1:0070:007
and  = 0:0023 0:0015, are used in estimating the systematic errors.
3.3 Fitting procedure
The CP asymmetry aCP is extracted using an unbinned maximum likelihood t. The
sample consists of the following six sources of lepton candidates:
(1) true leptons from b ! ‘− including b ! − ! ‘−;
(2) true leptons from b ! c ! ‘+;
(3) true leptons from b ! c ! ‘−;
(4) true leptons from b ! J= ! ‘+‘−;
(5) fake and non-prompt leptons from b-hadron decays;
(6) lepton candidates from non-b decays.
The rst ve sources are further subdivided into four flavour categories: B0d, B
0
s , B

and b baryons. For Sources 4 and 5, the b charge cannot be determined from the lepton
charge and certain decay modes for neutral B mesons can be reached from both flavour
states. CP violation in these decay modes is neglected. The estimated fraction of each
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Source Fraction
b! ‘− 0:804
b ! c ! ‘+ 0:071
b ! c ! ‘− 0:011
b ! J= ! ‘+‘− 0:009
Other b-hadron decays 0:008
Non-b decays 0:097
Table 1: Sample composition as determined from the Monte Carlo simulation.
source is given in Table 1. The values were obtained from Monte Carlo and reweighted
to the observed amount of fake leptons.
The true initial and nal state charges qp0 ; q
f
0 are dened to be −1 for b quarks and +1
for b quarks. To rst order in aCP, the probability distributions Pj(t; qp0 ; qf0) of the true
proper time and the true initial and nal state charges can be written as [7]
Pj(t;1;1) = e
−t/τj
4j
[1 + cos(mjt)] ; (8)
Pj(t;1;1) = e
−t/τj
4j
[1− cos(mjt)] (1 aj) ; (9)
where j , mj and aj are the lifetime, oscillation frequency and asymmetry for b-hadron
category j with mj = 0 for B
 and b baryons, while aj = aCP for B0d and aj = 0 for all
other b-hadron categories.
The probability distributions of the reconstructed proper time trec for all sources except
Source 6 are given by folding the true proper time distribution with a resolution function
R and summing over all four b-hadron categories:
hi(trec; q
p
0 ; q
f
0) =
4∑
j=1
∫ 1
0
fijRi(trec; t)Pj(t; qp0 ; qf0) dt ; (10)
where fij is the fraction of b-hadron Category j in Source i. The fractions of the dierent
b flavours are taken from Monte Carlo simulation with production ratios and lifetimes
reweighted to values given in Ref. [21]. The semileptonic branching ratios are assumed
to be proportional to the b-hadron lifetimes and have been reweighted accordingly. The
fractions are normalized to give
∑4
j=1 fij = 1 for all i. The fraction of B
0
d in the total
sample is estimated to be 36%.
Two dierent resolution functions are used depending on whether the lepton candidate
comes directly from the b or via a subsequent charm decay. Sources 1, 4 and 5 therefore
use one resolution function and Sources 2 and 3 use another. For Source 6 the distribution
is parametrized directly from Monte Carlo and h6(trec;−1;−1) = h6(trec;+1;+1), while
h6(trec;−1;+1) = h6(trec;+1;−1) = 0 by denition.
The nal state flavour qf is given by the charge of the lepton candidate; the probability
distribution is
gi(trec; q
p
0 ; q
f) = ihi(trec; q
p
0 ; q
f) + (1− i)hi(trec; qp0 ;−qf) ; (11)
where i is the probability for a correct nal state tag for Source i taken to be  = 1 for
Sources 1 and 3,  = 0 for Source 2,  = 0:5 for Source 4 and  = 0:74 for Source 5.
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The last value is determined from Monte Carlo (see Section 3.2). For lepton candidates
from non-b decays (Source 6),  is dened to be one and all mistagging is contained in
the initial state tagging.
For each source the probability density function of X is parametrized for correctly
tagged events, G+i (X), and incorrectly tagged events, G
−
i (X). The parametrizations are
taken from Monte Carlo. The probability density for an event is then given by
f(trec; X; q
p; qf) =
6 sources∑
i
Yi(X)
[
(1−Mi(X))gi(trec; qp; qf) +Mi(X)gi(trec;−qp; qf)
]
;
(12)
where the event-by-event mistag probabilities Mi(X) and source fractions Yi(X) are
computed from Gi (X), the average initial state mistag probabilities i and the average
source fractions i (Table 1) as [19, 20]
Mi(X) = i
G−i (X)
Gi(X)
; Yi(X) = i
Gi(X)∑
j jGj(X)
; (13)
where Gi(X) = (1−i)G+i (X)+iG−i (X). Suppressing constant terms, the total likelihood
can be written as
L =
N events∏
j
f(trec,j; Xj; q
p
j ; q
f
j) : (14)
3.4 Result and consistency checks
The data are tted with the b-hadron lifetimes and md xed to the world averages [21],
and ms = 50 ps
−1. The result is:
aCP = −0:037 0:032 (stat:) :
No signicant deviation from zero is observed, as also shown in Fig. 1, which displays the
nal state asymmetry as function of proper time. This is dened as the average lepton
charge, (N(‘+)−N(‘−))=(N(‘+) +N(‘−)). Mixing-induced CP violation would be seen
as a deviation from zero at large proper time and the deviation would be larger for a
sample enriched in mixed events.
Several checks of the parametrizations used in the t are performed. The average b
lifetime is tted ignoring tagging information and assuming all b hadrons to have the
same lifetime. Only events with a reconstructed proper time between −1:0 ps and 10:0 ps
are used in the t as the resolution becomes dominated by non-Gaussian tails outside this
interval and is therefore poorly described. The result, 1:5950:007 (stat:) ps, is consistent
with the world average of 1:564  0:014 ps [21], taking into account that there are also
signicant systematic uncertainties from resolution functions and sample composition.
The proper time distribution of signal and background events is shown in Fig. 2. The
discrepancy between data and Monte Carlo seen at negative proper times is due to the
imperfect description of the resolution mentioned above, but the resolution has little
impact on this measurement as the expected CP asymmetry varies slowly with time. The
result for aCP does not change signicantly when the measurement is restricted to events
with proper time larger than 1.0 ps (this removes some of the background) or when tting
electrons and muons separately. The results of these ts are shown in Table 2.
The parameter md is tted using the likelihood expression given above, with aCP set
to zero. This yields md = 0:490 0:022 (stat:) ps−1 consistent with the world average
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Figure 1: a) Final state asymmetry in all events as a function of proper time. b) Final state
asymmetry in all events tagged as mixed. In each plot, the expectation for aCP = 0 (dashed line)
and the result of the t for aCP(solid line) have been superimposed. The positive asymmetry at
zero proper time is due to fake leptons.
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Figure 2: Proper time distribution of the selected events and result of the lifetime t.
Sample aCP
Full −0:037 0:032
t > 1 ps −0:038 0:032
Electrons −0:034 0:047
Muons −0:039 0:044
Table 2: Results of ts performed using the full sample, only events with proper time larger
than 1 ps, only electrons and only muons. Only statistical uncertainties are quoted.
of 0:464  0:018 ps−1 [21]. Figure 3 shows the average lepton-signed hemisphere charge
Q`h = −q`Qhemi (q` is the lepton charge) as a function of the reconstructed proper time.
This quantity is on average positive for unmixed decays and negative for mixed decays
and the gure illustrates the B0d-
B0d oscillation.
The full t procedure was tested on a Monte Carlo sample reweighted according to
dierent known values of aCP with no indication for any systematic bias in the tted value
of aCP.
3.5 Systematic uncertainties
The systematic uncertainties studied are discussed in the following and listed in Table 3.
b-hadron lifetimes: The b-hadron lifetimes are varied separately within the
uncertainties of the world average values.
Sample composition: The fractions of each type of b hadron are varied separately
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Figure 3: Average lepton-signed hemisphere charge Q`h as a function of proper time, with the
t result superimposed.
within the uncertainties on the measured values given in Ref. [21]. The amount of cascade
decays is varied within errors given in Ref. [22], while the non-b fraction is varied by 25%
as suggested from a comparison between data and Monte Carlo performed in Ref. [23]. A
relevant background for this analysis comes from charged hadrons misidentied as muons,
which give rise to charge asymmetries due to secondary interactions with the detector
material. The largest eect is observed in the kaon component, which is substantially
reduced by the cut in the measured energy loss (Section 2). The remaining K+ and K−
contaminations are extracted directly from data using the measured dE=dx distribution
of muon candidates. This gives (1:70:6)% K+ and (1:10:4)% K− contamination of the
positively and negatively charged muon candidates, respectively. The nal state mistag
probability for fake leptons is varied by 10% to take into account uncertainties in the
hadronic b decays simulated in Monte Carlo.
∆ms, ∆md: ms is varied between 9.1 ps
−1 and 50 ps−1. Because the proper time
resolution is not good enough to resolve the rapid B0s oscillations, this variation has little
eect on the result of the measurement. md is varied within the uncertainty on the
world average value [21].
Resolution: The decay length resolution is varied by 5% in addition to the 2%
dierence observed between data and Monte Carlo. The resolution due to the momentum
measurement is conservatively varied by 10%.
Initial state tagging: For initial state tagging two sources of errors are considered:
the hemisphere charge oset and the hemisphere charge distribution itself. The oset is
extracted from data and is varied within the statistical uncertainty on the extracted value,
0:00256 0:00015. For the hemisphere charge distribution the width and the mean value
are varied separately within the dierence given in Table 5 or the uncertainty, whichever
is larger.
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Error sources aCP
b-hadron lifetimes 0.0016
b-hadron fractions 0.0041
b! c ! ‘ fraction 0.0013
ms 0.0001
md 0.0021
Fake leptons 0.0027
Non-b fraction 0.0004
Proper time resolution 0.0002
Hemisphere charge correction 0.0018
Hemisphere charge oset 0.0027
Quadratic sum 0.0066
Table 3: Summary of systematic uncertainties on aCP.
The nal result of the semileptonic analysis is
aCP = −0:037 0:032 (stat:) 0:007 (syst:) :
4 Fully inclusive analysis
In this analysis, events containing a b hadron are identied by the presence of a secondary
decay vertex in combination with a b tag in the opposite hemisphere. An inclusive
vertexing technique is used to reconstruct the decay length of the b hadron, and a
separate algorithm yields an estimate of the b-hadron momentum. Finally the b flavour
at production time is tagged using a multivariate discriminant.
In addition to the event selection described in Section 2, the event is required to
contain at least two jets dened using the scaled-invariant-mass algorithm with a ycut of
0.01 [15]. The most energetic jet and the jet that forms the highest invariant mass with
it are assumed to be the b-hadron jets. In order to suppress three-jet events in which the
b-quark pair is not unambiguosly separated into two hemispheres, events with the two
selected b-hadron jets in the same hemisphere are rejected.
4.1 Vertexing
In each hemisphere, charged tracks that are likely to come from a secondary vertex
are selected based on their pseudorapidity with respect to the jet axis and the impact
parameter signicance with respect to the primary vertex. These tracks are subjected to
a secondary vertex t. Tracks contributing high 2 values are removed from the t in
an iterative procedure. Once a good vertex is found, the procedure is repeated on the
remaining tracks. If more than one secondary vertex is found in a given hemisphere, the
vertex multiplicity and the reconstructed vertex mass are used to select the best b-vertex
candidate. Monte Carlo studies show that only 5% of the tracks assigned to a secondary
vertex by this procedure are actually tracks from fragmentation. The resulting average
vertexing eciency is 92% for b hemispheres. The decay length resolution is determined
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from Monte Carlo and tted with a sum of three Gaussian functions with widths of
290m, 905m and 3:22 mm for 75%, 22% and 3% of the events, respectively.
The event is required to have a secondary vertex found in at least one hemisphere. If a
secondary vertex is reconstructed in both hemispheres, each is used in turn to determine
the proper time in the respective hemisphere (denoted as the same-side hemisphere in the
following) while the other (denoted as the opposite hemisphere) is used for b tagging.
4.2 b tagging
Events containing a reconstructed secondary vertex are further enriched in b events
by means of a b tag using information from the opposite hemisphere. The b tagging
is performed mainly by exploiting the longer lifetime of b hadrons compared to other
hadrons, but also by the presence of high-pT leptons from semileptonic decays and by
the mass of secondary vertices. If a secondary vertex is reconstructed successfully in the
opposite hemisphere as described in the previous section, then the corresponding decay
length dvtx is calculated. For each track in this hemisphere, the track momentum, the
pseudorapidity with respect to the jet direction and the 2 dierence between assigning
the track to the reconstructed secondary vertex and to the primary vertex are combined
into a single weight w using a neural network algorithm. These weights quantify the
probability for a track to have come from a secondary or the primary vertex, and are used
to associate tracks with the secondary vertex and to calculate the resulting vertex mass
Mvtx. Furthermore, the probability Phemi of the hemisphere being a b hemisphere based
on impact parameters of charged tracks is calculated as described in Ref. [15]. Finally
the transverse momentum pT of lepton candidates selected as described in Section 2 is
used as a discriminating variable, making use of the fact that leptons from semileptonic
b decays have a harder pT spectrum than those from charm decays.
Depending on their availability, up to four variables are then combined into a single
discriminant using
Xbtag(x1; : : :) =
fb
∏
i Fi(xi)
fb
∏
i Fi(xi) + (1− fb)
∏
iGi(xi)
: (15)
Here xi stands for the variables Phemi, dvtx, Mvtx and pT, fb denotes the fraction of b
events in the sample before applying a b-tag cut and the functions F and G are dened as
the probability distributions of the variables xi for b events and udsc events, respectively.
After an optimized cut on Xbtag, 1 273 175 hemispheres are selected as b candidates
with a purity of 69% and an eciency of 70%. In addition,Xbtag is used as a discriminating
variable in the maximum likelihood t described in Section 4.5.
4.3 Proper time reconstruction
The momentum of the b hadron is reconstructed using a nucleated jet algorithm similar
to that described in Section 3.1, with the tracks assigned to the b vertex used as a seed.
In order to take into account the missing energy resolution, only a fraction of the missing
energy is added. The corresponding correction factor is parametrized as a function of the
missing energy and is chosen such as to optimize the momentum resolution. The resulting
resolution is a function of the true b-hadron momentum and is 9% on average for 92% of
the events.
The b-hadron momentum is combined with the decay length determined from
vertexing to calculate the proper time. In order to describe the non-Gaussian tails of the
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Variable Oset
Qhemi 0:00256 0:00015
Qvertex 0:00456 0:00056
Qsum 0:0345  0:0013
Table 4: Global charge osets determined from data, with their statistical uncertainties.
proper time resolution correctly, the shape of the resolution functions used in the tting
procedure are determined from Monte Carlo simulation as a function of true proper time.
4.4 Initial state tagging
The extraction of the CP asymmetry from the reconstructed B0 candidates requires the
determination of their initial flavour state, i.e. whether they were produced as a B0 or
B0 state. For this purpose, up to four variables are used, the rst three of which are
calculated for the opposite hemisphere and one for the same-side hemisphere.
1. Hemisphere charge: Qhemi, as dened in Eq. 6.
2. Vertex charge: Qvertex =
∑
i wi qi, with weights wi calculated as described in
Section 4.2.
3. Signed lepton pT: If an electron or a muon is identied in the opposite hemisphere,
the product of its charge and transverse momentum pT with respect to the jet axis is
calculated after excluding the lepton from the jet. If more than one lepton is found, the
candidate with the highest pT is used.
4. Charge sum: The variable Qsum is dened as the sum of charges of all tracks in the
same hemisphere with momentum greater than 0:5 GeV=c, Qsum =
∑
i qi. Since the sum
of the charges of tracks originating from the decay of a B0 or B0 is zero, Qsum carries
information about the initial flavour only.
Asymmetries in the charge distributions due to secondary interactions with detector
material are removed by subtracting osets from Qsum, Qhemi and Qvertex prior to the
tagging procedure. The osets are directly taken from data, and are listed in Table 4.
Another source of charge asymmetries comes from dierent amounts of positively and
negatively charged fake leptons. This eect is however shown to be small compared to
the uncertainties mentioned above, and is taken into account in the evaluation of the
systematic error.
The four variables dened above are combined into a single discriminant Xistag
following the prescription used for the b-tagging discriminant. Here the equivalent of
fb in Eq. 15 is set to 0.5. The distributions of the discriminating variables and of Xistag
are displayed in Fig. 4. If events with Xistag > 0:5 were tagged as B
0
d and those with
Xistag < 0:5 were tagged as B
0
d, 31% of the events would be incorrectly tagged on average.
The event-by-event value of Xistag is used as a discriminating variable in the tting
procedure described in the following section, resulting in an eective mistag probability
of 27%.
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4.5 Fitting procedure
As described in Section 1, the CP violating parameter aCP can be measured from the
time-dependent asymmetry A(t) in tagged samples of B0d and B0d. The time dependence
given in Eq. 4 assumes however an unbiased inclusive B0d sample, i.e. equal reconstruction
eciencies for all B0d decay modes. In the more general case of dierently weighted nal
states, the asymmetry takes the form [24]
A(t) = cCP sin (mdt)− aCP sin2
(
mdt
2
)
; (16)
where aCP denotes the semileptonic asymmetry, and cCP is an additional CP violating
parameter depending on the relative contributions of dierent nal states. The asymmetry
can thus be extracted from a two parameter t, where the parameter cCP takes into account
dierent selection eciencies in the various B0d decay channels. In case of an unbiased
inclusive B0d sample, it is predicted to be given by cCP = aCPmd=(2Γd).
In this analysis, the asymmetry aCP is extracted by means of an unbinned maximum
likelihood t to the proper time distributions of tagged b-hadron candidates. The dierent
contributions to the selected b-hadron sample are grouped into four sources:
(1) mesons produced as B0d;
(2) mesons produced as B0d;
(3) other b hadrons;
(4) udsc background.
For the B0d and
B0d signals, the probability distribution of the true proper time t can
be written as [7, 24]
P1,2(t) = Γd exp(−Γd t)
[
1 aCP
2
(1− cos (md t)) cCP sin (md t)
]
; (17)
where Γd = 1=B0
d
is the inverse B0d lifetime and the upper (lower) sign corresponds to B
0
d
(B0d).
The proper time distribution for other b hadrons is taken to be
P3(t) = 1
 effb
exp(−t= effb ) ; (18)
where  effb denotes the eective lifetime for b hadrons other than B
0
d which is taken from
Monte Carlo.
The probability distributions of the reconstructed proper time expected for b events,
h1,2(trec) and h3(trec), are obtained by convolving P1,2(t) and P3(t) with the corresponding
resolution function and take into account the weak dependence of the selection eciency
(t) on true proper time. The eciencies and resolution functions are parametrized
separately for the dierent b-hadron sources, but independently of the various b decay
modes.
The distribution h4(trec) of udsc background events, which is determined from Monte
Carlo, is directly parametrized as a function of reconstructed proper time.
In order to maximize the sensitivity on the CP violating parameter aCP, the event-by-
event values of the discriminating variables for b tagging and initial state tagging are used
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in the likelihood function. The normalized distributions of Xbtag, fj(Xbtag), are taken to
be the same for all b-hadron Sources 1{3, while the distributions of Xistag, gj(Xistag), are
parametrized separately for each Source j.
The total likelihood function can then be written as
L(aCP; cCP) =
N events∏
i
4∑
j=1
j fj(Xbtag,i) gj(Xistag,i) hj(trec,i) ; (19)
where j is the fraction of Source j determined from Monte Carlo, with the production
fractions of the individual b-hadron species taken from Ref. [21]. Note that the dependence
on the tted parameters aCP and cCP is contained in h1,2(trec).
4.6 Results
The tting procedure is tested on Monte Carlo samples which were reweighted according
to dierent values of aCP and cCP, checking that the t reproduces the input values. The
data are tted with all physical input parameters xed to the central values of their world
averages [21]. A one-parameter scan of aCP using the likelihood expression described in
the previous section, and with the constraint cCP = aCP md=(2Γd) gives
aCP = 0:015 0:033 (stat:) :
A second t, in which both aCP and cCP are allowed to vary independently, yields the
result
aCP = 0:016 0:034 (stat:) ;
cCP = 0:003 0:017 (stat:) ;
where the correlation of the two parameters is 79%. No signicant shift is seen in the
tted value of aCP compared to the one-parameter t, while the value of cCP is consistent
with the assumption of an unbiased inclusive b sample.
The time-dependent asymmetry of tagged b and b hemispheres (Eq. 4) is shown in
Fig. 5, with the result of the measurement superimposed. For the purpose of display,
hemispheres with Xistag > 0:5 are taken to be b (B
0
d) and those with Xistag < 0:5 are
taken to be b (B0d). No obvious time-dependent structure is observed.
4.7 Systematic studies
The following sources of systematic uncertainties are considered.
Physics input parameters: The values of md, B0
d
, and the production fraction of
B0d are varied within their world average errors [21] and the uncertainties are propagated
to the measured values of aCP and cCP. Similarly the uncertainty arising from 
eff
b is
obtained by varying each of the contributing b-hadron lifetimes and production fractions
by its error.
b tagging: In order to estimate the systematic error due to the b tagging, a t for
the udsc background fraction is performed with all other parameters xed and ignoring
the initial state tagging information. This t also provides a consistency check of the
background parametrization. The tted value is found to be 0:333 0:001, compared to
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Figure 5: Observed time-dependent asymmetry Aobs(trec) between tagged b and b hemispheres,
with the result of the t superimposed (dashed line). Also shown for illustration is the predicted
curve for aCP = 0.15 (dotted line).
0:310 as determined from Monte Carlo. The change of aCP and cCP obtained by varying
the background fraction by twice the dierence between the tted and simulated values
is taken as a systematic error.
Proper time resolution: The measurement is hardly sensitive to the proper time
resolution, as the characteristic time scale of the signal O(1=md) is much larger than
the average resolution of approximately 0:2 ps. The sensitivity is estimated by varying
the proper time resolution used in the likelihood function by 5% independently of the
true proper time, and by using alternative parametrizations for the resolution functions.
None of these variations leads to a change of the measured value of aCP and cCP greater
than 10−4.
Initial state tagging: To check the accuracy of the simulation with respect to the
tagging discriminant Xistag, a comparison between data and Monte Carlo is performed.
For this purpose, pure samples of b and b hemispheres are selected as described in Section
3.2.
The distributions of Xistag in data and Monte Carlo are shown in Fig. 6, with no
signicant discrepancies. The systematic error on the initial state tagging is assessed by
varying the associated discriminating variables according to their estimated uncertainties.
The variations are then propagated to the Xistag distributions.
The tagging power of Qhemi, Qsum and Qvertex is determined by the charge separation
between b and b hemispheres, given by the dierence of the mean values  and the
widths  of the charge distributions. The charge distributions obtained from data and
Monte Carlo are compared using the event sample mentioned above. A discrepancy
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Variable  S
Qhemi +0:0023 0:0015 1:007 0:007
Qvertex −0:0050 0:0069 1:009 0:006
Qsum +0:011  0:011 1:023 0:006
Table 5: Shifts in the mean values and the scale factors, with their statistical uncertainties,
representing the dierence between real and simulated charge distributions.
is parametrized in terms of a scaling factor S and a shift  as dened in Section 3.2,
except that for Qsum and Qvertex the mean values and the standard deviations of the
distributions are used rather than the tted parameters of a Gaussian function. The
charge distributions are then modied according to the observed discrepancies listed in
Table 5 or the statistical uncertainty, whichever is larger. Furthermore, the global charge
osets obtained from data are varied within their statistical uncertainties (Table 4).
The power of the signed lepton pT as a discriminating variable is mainly determined
by the fraction of cascade decays b ! c ! ‘+ compared to direct decays b ! ‘−. This
fraction is scaled within its quoted error and the Monte Carlo events that are used to
determine the corresponding tagging distributions are reweighted accordingly. Another
source of uncertainties is due to misidentied hadrons (fake leptons), which induce a
charge asymmetry in the pT distributions. The amount of fake muon candidates (which
give the main eect) is varied by the observed dierence between data and Monte Carlo,
determined as described in Section 2.
The systematic errors discussed above are summarized in Table 6. The nal results
determined from the two-parameter t are
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Source aCP cCP
b-hadron lifetimes +0:0025 −0:0011 +0:0011 −0:0004
b-hadron fractions +0:0025 −0:0025 +0:0012 −0:0012
md +0:0004 −0:0008 +0:0010 −0:0011
Proper-time resolution < 0:0001 < 0:0001 < 0:0001 < 0:0001
b tagging +0:0010 −0:0010 +0:0004 −0:0004
Hemisphere/vertex charge osets +0:0043 −0:0047 +0:0092 −0:0096
Hemisphere/vertex charge scaling +0:0070 −0:0053 −0:0025 −0:0019
Fake lepton asymmetry < 0:0001 < 0:0001 +0:0002 −0:0002
b ! c ! ‘ fraction +0:0003 −0:0003 +0:0001 −0:0001
Quadratic sum +0:0090 −0:0077 +0:0097 −0:0099
Table 6: Summary of systematic errors evaluated on aCP and cCP.
aCP = 0:016  0:034 (stat:)  0:009 (syst:) ;
cCP = 0:003  0:017 (stat:)  0:010 (syst:) :
5 Combination of the results
The procedure adopted here to combine the correlated measurements obtained from the
semileptonic and fully inclusive analyses follows that of the BLUE (Best Linear Unbiased
Estimator) technique [25]. Correlations arise from the fact that the two analyses are based
on partially overlapping event samples, as well as from certain systematic uncertainties.
The statistical correlations are estimated using toy Monte Carlo experiments. Events
are generated according to the chosen b-hadron and background composition. For each b
event, a true proper time is generated using the predicted proper time distributions,
including the eects of mixing and CP violation. Eects of the detector resolution
are taken into account by smearing the generated values according to the appropriate
resolution functions. Initial and nal state tags are assigned to each hemisphere, with
the tagging-discriminant distributions and correlations between tagging results in both
analyses taken from the full Monte Carlo simulation. Finally, selection criteria are applied
such that the overlap between both analyses is the same as in the actual data. Each of
the toy experiments is then subjected to an unbinned t using the likelihood expressions
described in Sections 3.3 and 4.5. Using toy experiments, the correlation is found to be
 = 0:08 0:01 (stat:).
The reliability of the above estimate is checked by varying the relevant input
parameters and by changing a variety of model assumptions in the simulation. None
of these checks gives a change in the value of  greater than 0:03.
Common systematic uncertainties that are not explicitly related to a single shared
parameter are conservatively treated as fully correlated. Errors are symmetrized prior to
the combination procedure, using the largest absolute value of the positive and negative
uncertainties.
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Combining the two results following the BLUE prescription gives the result
aCP = −0:013 0:026 ;
where the quoted error comprises both statistical and systematic uncertainties. The
error on the statistical correlation determined as described above is included in the nal
uncertainties quoted for aCP.
As a check, the combination is repeated assuming fully correlated or uncorrelated
systematic uncertainties. This leads to a shift in aCP of 0:0003 and to a change in the
total error of 0:0004, demonstrating that the result of the combination is very robust
with respect to model assumptions and to the detailed treatment of correlated systematic
uncertainties.
6 Conclusions
Using 4.1 million hadronic Z decays collected with the ALEPH detector at LEP, a
search for mixing-induced CP violation in the B0d{
B0d system has been performed. Two
measurements of the CP observable aCP have been extracted from data by investigating
time-dependent asymmetries in semileptonic and fully inclusive B0d decays. No signicant
asymmetry is observed, and the following results for aCP are obtained:
aCP = −0:037 0:032 0:007 (semileptonic analysis) ;
aCP = +0:016 0:034 0:009 (fully inclusive analysis) :
The two measurements are averaged to yield
aCP = −0:013 0:026 ;
where the statistical and systematic uncertainties are combined.
This value can be translated into a measurement of the CP violating parameter Re B,
where B = (p− q)=(p+ q) is another commonly used parameter to describe CP violation
in the mixing. Using the relation
aCP  4 Re B
1 + jBj2
(20)
one obtains
Re B
1 + jBj2
= −0:003 0:007 :
These results are consistent with measurements from OPAL [26, 27], CLEO [28] and
CDF [29].
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